
TAS Signal Box

The TAS ‘Signal Pop-up Box’ is a visual, automated trading signal delivery
system which provides trading signals to a user’s computer desktop in real time.
The signal is delivered from TAS to the user’s computer screen via an automated
‘pop-up’ box which tells the user what to trade, when, and how much.  In
addition, it automatically tracks the current positions. This method of delivering
TAS Trade Room signals or automated trading strategy signals is for the trader
who treats trading as a full time job or wants to take or not take certain signals
based partly on his own criteria.

The client application (pictured below), is what the end -user of the
generated market signals will see on their desktop (any PC with Windows XP or
above).  When a signal arrives, the application will maximize (if minimized), play
a sound, and display the signal information to the user.  The current signal is
shown in the large boxes at the top of the application ( green for BUY/COVER,
red for SELL/SHORT) with the name of the symbol, current bid price, number of
contracts/shares, and suggested action.  Each signal is also placed in the middle
window (most recent on top), showing the same information along with how
many seconds ago that signal took place.  This time delay information is useful
for clients who have been away from their computer and would like to know how
recently a signal has arrived.  Current Positions are shown below in the next
window.

Automatic signal delivery User can be doing any other task and only has
to look at box when a trade signal arrives –
frees up user’s time from staring at computer
screen – saves time.

Operates in real time No lag time means you get the best entry points
and don’t ‘miss a move’ in the markets.

Easy-to-read Requires no special training – easy to see &
read Pop-up box even if busy with other tasks.

Stand alone product Requires no purchase or use of additional
software or services – saves money.
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TAS Signal Box has 3 components:

 Receiving Client application
 Server application
 Posting Client application(s)

Signals generated from the posting clients, pass through the server and on to the
end-user client applications



The TAS Signal Box software application  includes the following

 User View
 Login Prompt
 Server Settings
 Visual indication of automated signals
 Audio indication of automated signals

Requirements for this module:

 Windows XP (Service Pack 2 or later)
 Latest Windows Updates
 512 RAM
 P3 Class Processor

Installation Time: Approximately 1 minute

Support Options: Please contact Trade Angle Strategies LLC via support@tradeangle.com or
contact us at 919 788 0474 for technical support.  If you would like us to install the "TAS Signal
Box" for you, please follow our support section for the GoToMeeting options.

support@tradeangle.com

